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Abstract
In this work, the challenging solvent extraction (SX) separation of Pt(IV) from Pd(II) is
investigated using non-ionic hydrophobic Type V deep eutectic solvent (DES) incorporating
trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) as constituent. Type V DES are highly structured solvents
characterised by the existence of an intermolecular hydrogen bonded network, the strength of
which dictates their non-ideality and varies with the eutectic composition. The extraction
efficiency and selectivity were found to strongly vary with the TOPO molar fraction (xTOPO)
and nature of the hydrogen bond donor, presenting an antagonism between the SX mechanism
and the intermolecular interactions of the DES components. However, the antagonistic effect
with increased hydrogen bonding does not influence all extracted species proportionally: whilst
Pt(IV) extraction remained largely unaffected (%EE ≥ 90%), extraction of Pd(II) dropped
sharply allowing for a ten-fold increase in selectivity compared to traditional TOPO-based SX
systems. The greater TOPO concentration in DES enabled maximum loading concentrations
significantly superior to those in extractant-organic diluent systems. Furthermore, the extensive
number of hydrogen bonded configurations supresses the formation of a third phase which
limits traditional SX using non-ionic extractants, even after extraction of 19.5 g.L-1 of Pt(IV)
at 8.0 mol.L-1 HCl in the TOPO + decanoic acid eutectic. The experimental and molecular
dynamic simulation results presented herein identify the criteria for rational Type V DES
selection and application, providing a new life to otherwise poorly selective extractants through
their inclusion in these systems whilst removing the need for organic diluents.
1
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1

Introduction

2

Solvent extraction (SX), also known as liquid-liquid extraction, appears as one of the most

3

promising industrial solution to tackle challenging chemical separations required for a more

4

sustainable world.1,2 It relies on the selective partition of a solute between two immiscible co-

5

existing liquid phases. To facilitate the transfer of hydrophilic ionic solutes from the aqueous

6

phase to a less polar one and stabilise these in the latter, amphiphilic extractant molecules with

7

specific chelation properties are added to an organic diluent. Due to its process flexibility and

8

ability to recover metal species from complex streams, SX is extensively used for the

9

hydrometallurgical separation of critical metals in the mining, nuclear, and, increasingly,

10

recycling industries. Furthermore, metal recovery via SX can offer significant environmental

11

benefits over energy intensive pyrometallurgy if the selective targeting of one metal is

12

achieved.2 Increased selectivity is particularly desirable in SX as it reduces the process flow-

13

sheet complexity, decreases the number of stages required and minimises solvent consumption.

14

Selectivity is traditionally viewed through the lens of excess free energy of complexation,

15

focusing on tuning the design of the extractant molecule to promote inner-sphere coordination

16

with a given metal from a mixture. However, there is an emerging recognition as to the

17

importance of outer-sphere hydrogen bond-mediated complexation3–6 and supramolecular

18

extractant self-assembly on the selectivity and kinetics of the SX process.7–12 Amphiphilic self-

19

assembly in these complex fluids is hierarchical in nature and ranges from simple hydrogen-

20

bonded extractant dimers to homogeneous micro-emulsion of discreet reverse micelles and

21

longer length heterogenous liquid structuring depending on the concentration of polar solutes

22

(water, acid and/or ions) present.7,10,12,13 By explicitly considering entropic contributions

23

arising from solvent reorganization and extractant aggregation upon introduction of charged

24

and polar solutes, nonlinear phenomena like synergistic extraction in mixed extractant systems

25

(desirable)9,14 and third-phase formation (undesirable)7,15 were rationalised. Third phase

26

formation, macroscopically characterised by the splitting of the organic phase into a light

27

organic diluent-rich phase and a heavier phase rich in extractant and extracted polar solutes, is

28

particularly problematic as it restricts SX operation at higher metal loading.15

29

SX selectivity is primarily attributed to metal-specific clustering upon the extraction of polar

30

solutes, with fewer studies addressing the possibility of tuning the selectivity by controlling the

31

pre-organisation of the organic phase.16,17 The absence of characterisation of pre-organised

32

phases in SX is most likely due to the observed antagonistic effects upon increased extractant

DOI: 10.1039/D1GC00829C
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hydrogen bonding, reducing the amount of available chelating sites.16,18,19 However,
this
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34

approach neglects potential beneficial selectivity effects arising from the increased energetic

35

barrier to extraction and the formation of specific hydrogen-bonded self-assemblies providing

36

practical advantages such as suppressing third phase formation.20

37

The recently defined Type V deep eutectic solvents (DES) are binary mixtures of non-ionic

38

compounds presenting a non-ideal thermodynamic behaviour stemming from the stronger

39

intermolecular hydrogen bonding interactions between the DES components relative to those

40

present in the pure compounds.21 These were shown to spontaneously self-organise in the liquid

41

phase, with the hydrogen bond clustering dependent on the molar ratio of the hydrogen bond

42

donor (HBD) and acceptor (HBA).22 Various Type V hydrophobic solvents were applied in SX

43

by incorporating well-known extractants such as trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) as one the

44

DES components.19,23–26 Contrary to solvent extraction in which extractants are diluted in an

45

organic solvent, in the following cases the extractant represents one of the two components in

46

a binary eutectic mixture. Reported phase diagrams indicate a wide liquidus range even at

47

extractant concentrations of ≥ 50 mol.% in contrast to the limited TOPO solubility of 0.1−0.2

48

mol.L-1 in kerosene,27 high hydrophobicity and moderate to low viscosities suitable for SX.

49

TOPO-based eutectics with various HBD combinations were applied to the extraction of UO22+

50

from nitric acid media,25 Li(I) from salt-rich brines28 and In(III),24 Pt(IV), Pd(II), Fe(III), Cu(II)

51

or Co(II) from HCl solutions.26 Moving beyond synthetic solutions, Type V DES showed

52

promising results for the treatment of real electronic wastes; a two-step solvent extraction

53

process based exclusively on non-ionic eutectic mixtures could separate Sm(III) from Fe(III)

54

and Co(II) from Cu(II) in SmCo leachates.29 Through judicious selection of the HBD or HBA,

55

bio-derived components in DES can replace petroleum-derived organic diluents. However,

56

most work to date focus on extending the range of potential mixture components with few

57

addressing the role of the eutectic solvent molar ratio, and therefore the nature of the

58

supramolecular hydrogen bonded assembly, on the extraction. Despite the growing interest in

59

these solvents, there is currently no satisfying justification as to the advantage of incorporating

60

significant concentrations of extractant in DES versus the corresponding conventional SX

61

process.

62

In this work, the extraction and separation selectivity of the platinum group metals (PGMs)

63

pair platinum(IV) and palladium(II) from HCl solutions are systematically assessed as a

64

function of the TOPO and decanoic acid (C10H19OOH) eutectic molar ratio and aqueous feed

65

composition. Additionally, the contribution of the HBD self-assembly towards the extraction
3
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as HBD.
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67

Both these systems were previously characterised, with the relevant properties summarised in

68

Table 1.26 The extraction of PGM using TOPO or its derivative Cyanex 923 in a variety of

69

diluents was extensively reported,30–34 thereby facilitating the comparative merits of SX using

70

TOPO in conventional organic diluent versus its incorporation in Type V DES. Global demand

71

for PGMs is growing and forecasted to exceed supply, making the efficient recycling of these

72

critical and economically valuable metals of high importance.28 However, industrial PGM

73

separation and purification is challenging and involves a series of inefficient and

74

environmentally damaging precipitation–dissolution steps, whilst existing SX processes

75

display slow Pd(II) extraction kinetics and mediocre selectivity.35 This work defines a

76

framework for the inclusion of non-ionic extractants in hydrogen bonded networks, providing

77

increased selectivity through antagonistic effects. By giving a new life to otherwise poorly

78

selective extractants, this approach circumvents the need for complex extractant design and

79

synthesis, valorising instead approved and characterised extractant molecules in line with

80

existing legislative and economic requirements.

81
82

Table 1. Relevant properties of the TOPO-based Type V DES investigated, including pKa of

83

the HBD, compositional liquidus range at T = 298.15 K, thermodynamic non-ideality of the

84

system represented by the difference between the measured (TE) and ideally predicted (TE,ideal)

85

temperatures at the eutectic composition, calculated gas phase interaction energies (∆E) at the

86

M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory between tributylphosphine oxide (TBPO) and HBD as

87

well as intra-HBD interaction.26

88

Liquidus range

∆T(E,ideal-E)

∆E(TBPO+HBD)

∆E(HBD+HBD)

(xTOPO)

(K)

(kJ.mol-1)

(kJ.mol-1)

4.90

0.10 – 0.55

29.2

-82.8a

-79.0a

10.59

0.15 – 0.58

48.5

-83.2

-46.6

HBD

pKa

Decanoic acid
Thymol
aTo

reduce computational cost, C4H9COOH was used as a proxy for C9H19COOH.

89

4
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Results and Discussion

91

PGM extraction – influence of the eutectic molar fraction

92

The extraction of Pt(IV) and Pd(II) as a function of HCl concentration (from 0.25 to 8.0 mol.L-

93

1)

94

Figures 1A-C for xTOPO = 0.3-0.5. Unless otherwise stated, a constant organic to aqueous

95

volumetric phase ratio (O/A) of 0.5 and an individual metal concentration of 2.0 mmol.L-1 were

96

used. All extraction efficiencies (%EE), distribution coefficients (D) and separation factors

97

(SF) data are listed in Table S1 of the Appendix. These were calculated according to Equations

98

(1) to (3) respectively, with no changes in the phase volume observed before and after

99

extraction.

View Article Online

DOI: 10.1039/D1GC00829C

and the TOPO molar fraction (xTOPO) in the TOPO + C10H19OOH eutectic is presented in

([𝑀]𝑎𝑞,𝑖𝑛 ― [𝑀]𝑎𝑞,𝑓)

100

%𝐸𝐸 =

101

𝐷𝑀 =

102

𝑆𝐹𝑀1/𝑀2 = 𝐷𝑀2

103

Where [M] is the concentration of metal M in mol.L-1 and the suffixes DES and aq denote the

104

DES and aqueous phase respectively whilst f and in indicate the sampling timeframe, final and

105

initial, respectively. In the following discussion, the HCl concentration corresponds to the

106

initial aqueous phase concentration unless otherwise specified by the suffix DES in which case

107

it refers to the HCl concentration in the DES phase after equilibration. Pt(IV) and Pd(II)

108

partition to the eutectic phase in Figures 1A-C is represented in terms of %EE to better

109

visualise the difference as the DPt(IV) values are positively skewed when approaching

110

quantitative extraction. The SFPt/Pd is also included in Figures 1A-C to show the trend in

111

extraction selectivity for each composition as a function of HCl and xTOPO. It must be

112

highlighted that SFPt/Pd is an imperfect descriptor of selectivity as it does not necessarily capture

113

the greater difference between %EE of Pt(IV) and Pt(II) for different xTOPO values (see Figure

114

1A vs 1C) and as such is used herein as a more qualitative metric.

[𝑀]𝑎𝑞,𝑖𝑛

[𝑀]𝐷𝐸𝑆,𝑓
[𝑀]𝑎𝑞,𝑓
𝐷𝑀1

× 100

- (1)
- (2)
- (3)

115
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116
117

Figure 1. Pt(IV) (filled circle) and Pd(II) (empty circle) extraction efficiencies in the TOPO +

118

C10H19OOH eutectic and Pt/Pd selectivity (triangle) as function of the initial HCl concentration

119

for xTOPO of A) 0.5, B) 0.4 and C) 0.3 ([M] = 2.0 mmol.L-1; O/A = 0.5). D) Pt(IV) (orange) and

120

Pd(II) (green) distribution coefficients as function of TOPO concentration at 2.0 mol.L-1

121

(dashed triangle) and 8.0 mol.L-1 (full circle) HCl.

122
123

Beyond its criticality, Pt(IV) and Pd(II) exists as the [PtCl6]2− and [PdCl4]2- chlorometallate

124

anions respectively over a wide chloride concentration range,36,37 with [PtCl6]2− extraction

125

dictated by outer coordination sphere effects (due to very slow ligand exchange) to form neutral

126

anion–ligand complexes.4 Consequently, any changes in Pt(IV) and Pd(II) extraction behaviour

127

for a given HCl concentration can be attributed to changes in the nature of the DES phase as

128

metal speciation effects are neglected. Metal extraction in the TOPO + C10H19OOH eutectic

129

for xTOPO = 0.5, Figure 1A, presents the same qualitative trend as TOPO in organic diluents.

130

The eutectic system displays a preference for [PtCl6]2- over [PdCl4]2-, in line with the lower

131

charge density of the former, and a decrease in Pd(II) extraction at high HCl concentration due

132

to the competitive co-extraction of chloride anions.30–34 A decrease in the xTOPO to 0.4 (Figure

133

1B) and 0.3 (Figure 1C) suppresses metal extraction at lower HCl concentration as exemplified

134

by the diminishing %EEPt(IV) from 99.2% at xTOPO=0.5 to 48.6% at xTOPO=0.4 and finally 4.20%

135

at xTOPO=0.3 for 2.0 mol.L-1 HCl. More notably, an important reduction in the maximum
6
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%EEPd(II) from 82.1% for xTOPO=0.5 to 34.2% for xTOPO=0.3 is obtained whilst
Pt(IV)
DOI: %EE
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137

remains largely unaffected at 8.0 mol.L-1. This confers the system increased selectivity at

138

higher HCl concentrations (Figures 1A-C) and compatibility with the leachate compositions

139

required to recovery PGMs from secondary sources such as automotive catalysts.38 No

140

significant extraction of either Pt(IV) or Pd(II) was achieved below 6.0 mol.L-1 when the TOPO

141

concentration was further decreased to xTOPO = 0.2 as illustrated in Figure S1. The extraction

142

is fast and not kinetically limited, with complete extraction achieved after 1.0 min and no

143

further increase recorded after 48 hrs of agitation, Figure S2. Importantly, the results in

144

Figures 1 and S1 indicate that the operational range of the TOPO + C10H19OOH system (xTOPO

145

= 0.3-0.5) is more restrictive than its liquidus compositional range (xTOPO = 0.1-0.55, Table 1)

146

first suggests.

147

The number of TOPO molecules involved in the extraction of one Pt(IV) or Pd(II) anion is

148

determined by slope analysis in Figure 1D at two different HCl concentrations of 2.0 and 8.0

149

mol.L-1. Due to the non-linear antagonistic effects at lower xTOPO values, no defined trend was

150

obtained at 2.0 mol.L-1. However, at 8.0 mol.L-1 HCl, a clear correlation emerges indicating

151

that 7 and 6 TOPO molecules are respectively involved in the SX of [PtCl6]2- and [PdCl4]2- in

152

the TOPO+C10H19OOH eutectic. This is greater than in conventional SX systems where a

153

number of 2 was found for TOPO in aliphatic diluents32,33 and 3 in diluents capable of co-

154

extracting HCl such as methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK).31 On a molecular level, it appears that

155

SX in Type V DES is less efficient than in the corresponding extractant and diluent system as

156

more extractant molecules are required per metal complex extracted to the DES phase.

157
158

PGM extraction – acid extraction as the limiting factor

159

The potential direct influence of C10H19OOH on the extraction is investigated in the SX system

160

composed of 0.20 mol.L-1 C10H19OOH in toluene for all HCl concentrations tested (0.25 to 8.0

161

mol.L-1). No extraction was measured under any condition, confirming the dominant role of

162

TOPO on the extraction. However, results in Figure 1 indicate that C10H19OOH concentration

163

indirectly influences the metal partition in the TOPO + C10H19OOH system. As the HBD to

164

TOPO ratio increases, the HCl concentration at which metal extraction occurs is shifted to

165

higher concentrations, a fact not observed for TOPO in diluents. Metal extraction by TOPO

166

proceeds by neutral ion-pair formation via co-extraction of H+ in what can be simplistically

167

described as a hydrogen bond mediated extraction through the formation of the TOPOˑˑˑH+
7
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169

formation, namely the strong HBDˑˑˑHBA hydrogen bond (Table 1), can foreseeably compete

170

with the extraction if the latter is hydrogen bond dependent and explain the anomalous

171

behaviour reported in Figure 1.

172

To test this assumption, the extraction of HCl to the DES phase in the absence of metal was

173

followed by

174

phase after equilibration as a function of initial aqueous phase HCl concentration and the TOPO

175

molar fraction (xTOPO = 0.3 and 0.5), with the results presented in Figure 2. The 31P-NMR shift

176

(∆δ31P) is relative to the spectra obtained after equilibrating with water; all spectra are shown

177

in Figure S3. A positive ∆δ31P shift is observed upon contacting with HCl solutions, consistent

178

with the deshielding induced by the increased acidity of the hydrogen bonding environment

179

around the phosphine oxide moiety.39,40 The ∆δ31P shift for each xTOPO composition is in good

180

qualitative agreement with the corresponding acid extraction to the DES phase, confirming the

181

role of the acid on the DES phase reorganisation and extraction. At 8.0 mol.L-1 initial aqueous

182

phase HCl concentration, a final HCl concentration in the DES phase of 0.84 (±0.09) mol.L-1

183

and 0.09 (±0.06) mol.L-1 was measured for xTOPO = 0.5 and 0.3 respectively. The acid

184

concentration extracted is lower than the total TOPO concentration of 1.58 mol.L-1 for xTOPO =

185

0.5 and 1.12 mol.L-1 for xTOPO = 0.3, reflecting that TOPO exists mostly in the uncomplexed

186

form but the extent of which depends on the DES composition.

31P-NMR

analysis of the eutectic phase and acid-base titration of the aqueous

187

8
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188
31P-NMR

shift (∆δ31P), B) extracted HCl concentration in the TOPO +

189

Figure 2. A)

190

C10H19OOH eutectic phase and C) Pt(IV) distribution coefficient as a function of the initial

191

aqueous phase HCl concentration and TOPO molar fraction ([Pt] = 2.0 mmol.L-1; O/A = 0.5).

192

∆δ31P is relative to the spectra of the eutectic phase obtained after equilibrating with water.

193

Photo: Pt(IV) extraction in the TOPO+C10H19OOH eutectic (xTOPO = 0.3) from 0.2 to 8.0 mol.L-

194

1

HCl.

195
196

More importantly, acid extraction to the DES phase presents a different comportment

197

dependent on xTOPO and therefore the C10H19OOH concentration. In conventional SX, inorganic

198

acid extraction by TOPO is predictable and proportional to both the aqueous feed acidity and

199

the TOPO concentration in the organic phase.8,33,34 A similar behaviour is observed for xTOPO

200

= 0.5 and explains the comparable PGM extraction in the DES at this composition with TOPO

201

in organic diluents. In contrast, negligible HCl extraction to the DES phase is measured by both

202

NMR and titration for xTOPO = 0.3 until an aqueous phase concentration threshold of 2.0 mol.L-

203

1.

204

an initial aqueous phase HCl concentration of 3.0 mol.L-1. Slope analysis of ln(DPt) against

205

ln([H+]aq) indicates that once Pt(IV) extraction occurs, the number of H+ involved increases

At this DES composition, HCl extraction precedes Pt(IV) extraction which is delayed until

9
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from slightly below 2.0 at xTOPO = 0.5 to 3.4 at xTOPO = 0.4 (Figure S4) and 4.1 atDOI:
xTOPO
=View
0.3.
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207

Results in Figure 2 clearly identify the nature of the observed antagonistic effect at lower xTOPO

208

values arising from the competitive intermolecular hydrogen-bonding between the DES

209

components and TOPOˑˑˑH+ formation. Increasing the HBD concentration inhibits the

210

preliminary formation of the TOPOˑˑˑH+ complex required to achieve the extraction of the

211

chlorometallate anions. Greater aqueous HCl concentrations are required to shift the

212

equilibrium towards TOPOˑˑˑH+ formation and break the C10H19OOHˑˑˑOP(C8H17)3 liaison as

213

the C10H19OOH molar fraction increases.

214
215

DES structure and its relation to third phase suppression

216

An important difference between the DES system in this study and conventional SX is the

217

absence of third phase formation across all tested conditions even after contacting with an 8.0

218

mol.L-1 HCl solution. In comparison, phase splitting was reported for 0.40 mol.L-1 TOPO in n-

219

octane upon equilibration with a 5.31 mol.L-1 HCl solution.8 This is despite the far greater

220

TOPO concentration of 1.58 mol.L-1 in the TOPO + C10H19OOH eutectic for xTOPO = 0.5. The

221

suppression of third-phase formation in the eutectic phase at xTOPO = 0.3 and 0.5 is investigated

222

by classical all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) based on experimentally determined DES

223

phase composition after aqueous phase equilibration in the absence of metal ions. The

224

simulation compositions are summarised in Table S2 whilst Figures 3A-B present the

225

experimentally determined [H2O]DES and [HCl]DES concentrations as a function of xTOPO and

226

the initial aqueous HCl concentration. Two TOPO molar fractions were simulated, xTOPO = 0.3

227

and 0.5, for four DES phase conditions: (i) pure DES and DES phase after equilibration with

228

(ii) H2O, (iii) 2.0 mol.L-1 HCl and (iv) 6.0 mol.L-1 HCl. In the simulations HCl was considered

229

as fully dissociated and modelled as the H3O+ and Cl-1 ions whilst C10H19OOH was in its

230

undissociated form.

231

Interestingly, H2O extraction to the DES phase (Figure 3A) occurs through two different

232

mechanisms with each DES constituent maintaining their individual mode of action at a given

233

HCl concentration rather than through a cooperative mechanism. Increasing the C10H19OOH

234

content (xTOPO = 0.2) favours H2O partition at lower HCl concentrations with a maximum at

235

approximately 1.0 mol.L-1 and decreasing thereafter whilst also suppressing HCl extraction

236

(Figure 3B). In contrast, TOPO drives the co-extraction of H2O with HCl at higher aqueous

237

acidic concentrations. Slope analysis of TOPO concentration against extracted HCl or H2O
10
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(Figure S5) confirms the non-linear extraction behaviour, with the onset aqueous
HCl
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239

concentration for extraction dependent on the TOPO molar fraction. Once extraction does

240

occur, slope analysis at [HCl]aq = 6.0 mol.L-1 suggests that a greater than stochiometric number

241

per TOPO molecule of HCl (~4) and H2O (~1) are extracted. This is vastly different to that

242

obtained for TOPO in xylene at [HCl]aq = 4.0 mol.L-1 where 0.5 HCl per TOPO molecule was

243

extracted,34 further emphasising the large difference between SX in Type V DES and in non-

244

coordinating diluents.

245

246
247

Figure 3. A) Water and B) HCl concentrations in the TOPO + C10H19OOH eutectic phase as a

248

function of the TOPO molar fraction (xTOPO) and initial HCl aqueous phase concentration. C)

249

Final representation of the MD simulated DES phase (1:1 HBA:HBD) for [HCl]DES = 2.45

250

wt.%, [H2O]DES = 2.88 wt.% with the polar network shown in blue. D) Representative example

251

of the aggregates obtained in C) (colour code: H2O – cyan, H3O+ - red, Cl- - blue, TOPO(PO)

252

– purple, TOPO(alkyl chains) – green, C10H19OOH(OOH) – orange, C10H19OOH(alkyl chains)

253

– grey). MD-derived number of polar domains and volume of the largest continuous one in the

254

DES phase as a function of the concentration of polar solute for E) xTOPO = 0.5 and F) xTOPO

255

=0.3. The composition of the MD systems in E) and F) are based on the experimentally

256

determined [HCl]DES and [H2O]DES in panels A) and B) after equilibration of the DES phase

257

with aqueous solutions with initial HCl concentrations of 0.0, 2.0 and 6.0 mol.L-1. MD system

258

compositions in are available in Table S2.
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260

Although the HCl and H2O solubilities in the DES phase presented in Figures 3A-B remain

261

moderate to low, conversion of these values to molar percentages (Table S2) indicates a drastic

262

change in the nature of the DES phase. For example, following equilibration of the DES phase

263

(xTOPO = 0.5) with an aqueous solution of 6.0 mol.L-1 HCl, extracted HCl and H2O molecules

264

represent 40.1 mol.% of the final DES phase ([HCl]DES = 2.45 wt.%, [H2O]DES = 2.88 wt.%).

265

A picture of the MD simulated DES phase mirroring the aforementioned experimental

266

composition is shown in Figure 3C with the polar network of H2O, HCl and extractant polar

267

heads highlighted in blue. Figure 3C reveals the large-scale reorganization of the DES phase

268

structure to accommodate the extracted ionic and polar solute and the emergence of extended

269

hydrogen-bonded percolating channels. A representative example of the reverse-micellar type

270

aggregate formed is presented in Figure 3D. Water (cyan), H3O+ (red) and Cl- (blue) solutes

271

are located at the centre of the cluster stabilised by both amphiphilic DES polar groups with

272

further contributions in the cluster outer-shell through intermolecular DES hydrogen-bonding.

273

The pictured cluster, containing three H3O+ and two Cl- for seven water molecules, supports

274

the experimentally observed concentrated acidic core of reverse micelles in SX in which the

275

H3O+ to H2O molar ratio can exceed that found in conventional 37.0 wt.% HCl.41 Radial

276

distribution function (RDF) analysis and the corresponding coordination numbers shown in

277

Figure S6 confirm the primary short range interaction of TOPO with H3O+ at 0.144 nm with

278

Cl- appearing in the second coordination sphere at 0.422 nm. Water intercalates between the

279

DES HBD-HBA hydrogen-bonded pair, with the first RDF peak of (C8H17)3POˑˑˑH2O

280

overlapping that of (C8H17)3POˑˑˑOOHC10H19. C10H19OOH favours short-range interaction

281

with H2O and TOPO whilst carboxylic-carboxylic interactions dominate for r > 0.230 nm. A

282

strong C10H19OOHˑˑˑCl- peak appears at 0.230 nm consistent with chloride-carboxylic acid

283

interaction in anhydrous and partially hydrated DES42 and hints at potential secondary

284

stabilising contributions of C10H19OOH.

285

The nano-structuring of the DES phase as a function of xTOPO and extracted solute was

286

estimated by calculating the number of polar domains and the volume of the largest domain

287

based on the Voronoi tessellation method.43 The polar domains are defined as the subset

288

composed of H2O, H3O+ and Cl- molecules and the carboxylic and phosphine oxide group of

289

C10H19OOH and TOPO respectively, with the results presented in Figures 3E-F. A domain

290

number of 1 implies the molecules in a given subset form a continuous aggregate, whilst a

291

larger value is indicative of a dispersed subset. Irrespective of xTOPO, increasing the number of
12
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293

scale domains as these undergo supramolecular assembly evidenced by the growing domain

294

volume. This behaviour mirrors that observed in SX where primary clusters assemble into large

295

aggregates (superclusters) as the critical conditions for third-phase formation are

296

approached.7,8,15

297

The extent of the DES phase reorganisation upon solute extraction is dependent on xTOPO.

298

Increasing the HBD concentration (xTOPO = 0.3, Figure 3F) confers additional rigidity to the

299

DES phase with the formation of higher order hydrogen-bonded oligomers beyond simple

300

carboxylic dimers. The polar domains in the anhydrous DES phase at xTOPO = 0.3 are larger

301

and less dispersed than for xTOPO = 0.5 where introduction of TOPO disrupts HBD-HBD

302

interaction. In contrast, the more flexible DES structure at xTOPO = 0.5 (Figure 3E) presents a

303

significantly larger relative domain volume increase following H2O and HCl extraction

304

attributed to the lower energetic barrier to reorganisation. It therefore appears that third phase

305

suppression in Type V DES is due to the varied energetic landscape conferred by the extensive

306

number of hydrogen bonded configurations compared to extractant in diluents. This is

307

evidenced by the greater final domain volume in Figure 3E compared to the reported polar

308

core volume of 1.50 nm3 (diameter of 1.42 nm) obtained by small angle neutron scattering of

309

the TOPO/octane system surfactant-rich third-phase (composition of 1.03 mol.L-1 TOPO, 1.47

310

mol.L-1 HCl, 0.88 mol.L-1 H2O).8

311

Hydrogen bond distribution in each system was obtained to probe the extent of the DES phase

312

re-organisation, and therefore its flexibility to integrate polar solute. Hydrogen bonds were

313

geometrically defined within a radius and angular cut-off of 0.35 nm and 30o respectively. The

314

distributions presented in Figure 4 seconds the domain analysis, with the characteristic HBA-

315

HBD interaction defining the pure DES for xTOPO = 0.5 decreasing approximately fourfold with

316

extracted HCl in favour of extractant polar head hydration and TOPO-H+ interaction. In

317

comparison, the DES phase for xTOPO = 0.3 presents a more moderate restructuring with polar

318

solute addition relative to the anhydrous DES phase, maintaining approximately 50% of the

319

original DES interactions.

320
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321
322

Figure 4. Hydrogen bond distribution in the TOPO + C10H19OOH eutectic phase for xTOPO =

323

0.3 and 0.5 as a function of the initial aqueous phase HCl concentration. System compositions

324

are available in Table S2. Hydrogen bonds were computed within a cut-off of 0.35 nm and 30o,

325

the P=O group was selected for TOPO and the OOH group for C10H19OOH.

326
327

PGM extraction – influence of metal concentration

328

Aiming to extend the previous results towards more practical outcomes, [PtCl6]2- extraction as

329

a function of aqueous phase metal concentration from 2.0 x 10-3 to 0.1 mol.L-1 (0.39 to 19.5

330

g.L-1) at 8.0 mol.L-1 HCl was experimentally determined, Figure 5A. The initial Pt(IV)

331

concentration is standardised against the TOPO content ([Pt]aq,in/[TOPO]DES,in) to better

332

appreciate the influence of the DES structure on the metal loading independent of extractant

333

concentration for variable xTOPO. The standardised maximum loading capacity decreases with

334

(i) increasing [Pt]aq,in and (ii) decreasing xTOPO as would be expected from the greater energetic

335

barrier to DES reorganisation with increasing HBD. For xTOPO = 0.5 and [Pt]aq,in = 0.1 mol.L-1,

336

a final DPt(IV) of 7.41 (%EEPt(IV) = 79.0 %) was obtained, representing – to the best of our

337

knowledge – the highest SX metal loading achieved using TOPO and a strong justification for

338

the inclusion of extractants in DES over traditional SX. This result is even more noteworthy

339

when considering that the reported maximum organic phase concentration of Ir(IV) without

340

the formation of a third phase in the system 10 vol.% Cyanex 923 + 6.0 vol.% phase modifier

341

for a range of nonaromatic diluents does not exceed 5.2 x 10-3 mol.L-1 (1.0 g.L-1).44 Pt(IV)

342

extraction in the xTOPO = 0.5 DES rapidly drops as the Pt to TOPO stoichiometry nears the
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344

Figure 5A with the extraction efficiencies and separation selectivity values presented in

345

Figures 1A-C underlines that a compromise exists between the potential selectivity through

346

xTOPO reduction and DES loading. As the increase in selectivity at lower xTOPO is driven by

347

antagonistic behaviour through competitive HBA-HBD hydrogen bonding, the same

348

interactions restrict the overall metal uptake capacity.

349

350
351

Figure 5. A) Pt(IV) distribution coefficient in the TOPO + C10H19OOH eutectic for xTOPO from

352

0.3 to 0.5 and 8.0 mol.L-1 HCl as a function of initial metal concentration of 2.0 x 10-3, 0.01,

353

0.03, 0.05 and 0.10 mol.L-1 (O/A = 0.5). B) Melting point temperature of the loaded DES phase

354

for xTOPO = 0.3, dashed line indicates the melting point of the pure DES (T = 280.15 K) from

355

ref 26.

356
357

Although no phase separation occurred, the DES at xTOPO = 0.3 was found to solidify shortly

358

after extraction with the final melting point dependent on the aqueous phase composition,

359

Figure 5B. From the binary DES eutectic temperature of 280.0 K for xTOPO = 0.3,26 the DES

360

phase melting temperature increases to 293.0 and 298.3 K after equilibration with 8.0 mol.L-1
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362

4, incorporation of polar solutes in the DES phase alters its composition, replacing the HBD-

363

HBA interactions responsible for the DES melting point depression by ionic hydrogen bonding

364

between TOPO and H+. This shifts the actual composition on the TOPO + C10H19OOH phase

365

diagram to lower xTOPO values as less TOPO is available for interaction. It is also likely that

366

the extraction of ionic compounds provides a more rigid hydration core structure to the polar

367

network, reducing the total entropy of the system thereby also increasing the melting point.

368

Although the structure of Type V DES supresses phase splitting, their application is restricted

369

by the operational liquidus range at high metal loading.

370
371

PGM extraction – tuning selectivity through HBD selection

372

Having established the role of the eutectic molar ratio, the rational selection of the HBD

373

component on metal extraction is here addressed. The extraction of Pt(IV) and Pd(II) and its

374

selectivity was determined in the TOPO-based eutectic system with the phenolic thymol as

375

HBD and compared to C10H19OOH for a fixed xTOPO = 0.4, shown in Figure 6A (O/A = 0.5

376

and [M] = 2.0 mmol.L-1). No extraction occurred in the TOPO + thymol eutectic for xTOPO <

377

0.4, presenting narrower operational composition range as well as lower loading capacity

378

(Figure S7) to the corresponding C10H19OOH system. Substitution of C10H19OOH by thymol

379

results in an inequal reduction in the %EE: the antagonistic effect of competing HBD

380

interaction with TOPO does affect Pt(IV) and Pd(II) extraction to the same extent. The

381

%EEPt(IV) decreases from 98.6% to 91.3% and %EEPd(II) drops from from 72.8% to 25.0% at

382

6.0 mol.L-1 HCl when C10H19OOH is replaced by thymol whilst Pd(II) extraction is completely

383

suppressed for [HCl] < 2.0 mol.L-1. The effective inhibition of Pd(II) extraction at lower HCl

384

concentrations in the TOPO + thymol system results in the highest Pt(IV)/Pd(II) separation

385

factor of 38.4 at 2.0 mol.L-1 contrary to selectivity in the TOPO + C10H19OOH system which

386

increases with HCl concentration. Important for its applicability, the TOPO + thymol eutectic

387

phase after Pt(IV) or Pd(II) extraction from [HCl] ≥ 6.0 mol.L-1 progressively reddened over

388

time suggesting the limited stability of the DES under these conditions. UV-vis spectra of the

389

eutectic phase 48 hrs after extraction presents a peak at 538 nm whilst DLS analysis of the

390

diluted phase in ethanol shows the presence of aggregates with an average diameter of 2.7 nm

391

(Figure S8). Phenolic compounds are known to act as reducing agents during the formation of

392

PGM nanoparticles,45 however more work is required to verify this.
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394
395

Figure 6. A) Pt(IV) (circle) and Pd(II) (square) extraction efficiency and Pt/Pd selectivity

396

(triangle) as function of HCl concentration and the DES HBD component - C10H19OOH (filled

397

symbol) or thymol (empty symbol) (xTOPO = 0.4, O/A = 0.5, [M] = 2.0 mmol.L-1). B) Number

398

of hydrogen bond per TOPO molecule in the pure TOPO + C10H19OOH or thymol eutectic for

399

varying xTOPO as determined by MD simulations in the absence of water or acid molecules (H-

400

bonds criteria are described in Figure 4). C) Extraction efficiency and Pt/Pd selectivity

401

(triangle) in TOPO + thymol as function of the O/A ratio (xTOPO = 0.4, [M] = 2.0 mmol.L-1,

402

[HCl] = 2.0 mol.L-1). D) Evaluation of stripping solution from the loaded TOPO + thymol

403

phase after extraction under the optimal conditions in panel C) (O/A = 1.0). E) Pt(IV) extraction

404

over 5 extraction and stripping cycles in the TOPO + thymol using 0.1 mol.L-1 in 0.5 mol.L-1

405

HCl as stripping solution (xTOPO = 0.4, O/A = 1, [M] = 2.0 mmol.L-1, [HCl] = 2.0 mol.L-1).

406
407

To better understand the relation between the DES structure and the HBD contribution on the

408

extraction and selectivity, the pure DES systems TOPO + HBD (HBD – thymol or C10H19OOH)

409

for xTOPO from 0.2 to 0.5 were simulated by MD. From these, the average number of hydrogen

410

bond per TOPO molecule was obtained and presented in Figure 6B. TOPO is systematically

411

more incorporated in the DES hydrogen bonded network when thymol is the HBD compared

412

to C10H19OOH. Increase in xTOPO results in a decrease in the number of hydrogen bond per
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414

TOPO molecules are present. The availability of free TOPO molecules is in good qualitative

415

agreement with the operational composition range of each DES and helps to rationalise the

416

magnitude of antagonistic effect at lower xTOPO. Although the difference in pKa between HBD

417

and HBA can be used as a first estimate of the system non-ideality,46 the self-interaction for

418

each component (HBD-HBD and HBA-HBA) must be considered. Table 1 shows that the

419

interaction energies between carboxylic acids or phenols with phosphine oxide are comparable,

420

but the greater non-ideality of the TOPO + thymol system stems from the larger energy

421

difference between HBA-HBD interaction relative to HBD-HBD. In contrast, the stability of

422

the carboxylic dimer hinders HBA-HBD interaction, thereby decreasing the number of TOPO-

423

decanoic acid hydrogen bonds.

424

Despite the continued interest in identifying “deep” eutectic mixtures presenting large

425

deviations to ideality, it appears that this “deepness” negatively restricts the operational range

426

and loading capacity if the extraction mechanism is hydrogen bond dependent but can increase

427

selectivity. To emphasise this, the extraction was optimised in the TOPO + thymol system at

428

2.0 mol.L-1 HCl, the composition presenting the greatest selectivity in Figure 6A, as a function

429

of the O/A volumetric ratio (Figure 6C). Increasing the O/A to 1.0 improved the Pt(IV)/Pd(II)

430

separation factor to 88.1 as %EEPt(IV) increased to 86.6% whilst %EEPd(II) remained negligible

431

at 6.8%. This selectivity in the studied DES at lower (xTOPO) is in stark contrast to that for

432

TOPO in a number organic diluents for which Pt/Pd separation factors lower than 10 are

433

obtained, with %EE decreasing after 4.0 mol.L-1 HCl.31,34 The achieved separation factor

434

compares favourably with those obtained using halide-based ionic liquids,35 commercial ion-

435

exchange resins,47 mixtures of commercial extractants such as Aliquat 336 with TBP48 or site-

436

specific extractants requiring complex synthesis.49 The extracted metals were quantitatively

437

stripped from the eutectic phase using a 0.1 mol.L-1 thiourea solution acidified with 0.5 mol.L-1

438

HCl (Figure 6D). The regenerated DES could be used over five extraction and stripping cycle

439

with appreciable decrease in %EEPt(IV) (Figure 6E). 1H-NMR spectra of the prepared and

440

recovered TOPO + thymol eutectic phase (Figure S9) confirms that the molar ratio of the

441

components is maintained throughout. Through simple alterations of the HBD to HBA ratio

442

and the careful selection of the DES constituents, the selective separation of Pt(IV) was

443

achieved from an otherwise unselective extractant by manipulation of the DES hydrogen

444

bonded assembly. Although a compromise is required between total metal loading and

445

selectivity, the results here disclosed clearly illustrate the potential of Type V DES to tackle
18
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447

compounds.

449

Conclusions

450

This work provides a critical analysis of SX in pre-structured, hydrogen bonded Type V DES

451

and compared against the equivalent extractant system in organic diluents. Relative to classical

452

SX systems, SX in Type V DES is less efficient per extractant molecules, due to the antagonism

453

between the SX mechanism and the intermolecular interactions in the DES phase, notably the

454

number of hydrogen bonds between HBD and HBA. The latter can be tuned either through a

455

change in the molar fraction of the components or by changing the HBD to minimise the HBD-

456

HBD interaction energy. This inefficiency on the molecular-scale is compensated by the greater

457

extractant concentration in DES permitting maximum loading concentrations significantly

458

superior to those in extractant-organic diluent systems. Importantly, the varied energetic

459

landscape provided by the extensive number of hydrogen bonded configurations supresses the

460

formation of a third phase which limits traditional SX at higher metal loadings. PGM in the

461

tested TOPO-based eutectics presented a complex extraction behaviour dependent on the

462

TOPO molar fraction. Of interest for separation purposes, the antagonistic effect with increased

463

DES hydrogen bonding does not influence all extracted species proportionally: whilst Pt(IV)

464

extraction remained largely unaffected (up to a certain xTOPO), extraction of Pd(II) dropped

465

sharply. Through the results disclosed herein the important criteria for both DES selection and

466

application are established, aiming to facilitate their transfer and the development of this

467

relatively new field in SX.

468
469

Methodology

470

Reagents and instrumentation

471

PdCl2 (99.0 wt.% purity), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO – 99.0 wt.% purity) and toluene (99.5

472

wt.% purity) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, PtCl4 (99.0 wt.% purity) and decanoic acid

473

(99.0 wt.% purity) from Acros Organics, hydrochloric acid (37.0 wt%) from Fisher Scientific

474

and thymol (> 99.0 wt.%) from TCI. All chemicals were used as received. Ultrapure deionized

475

water passed through a reverse osmosis system and further treated with a Milli-Q plus 185

476

water purification apparatus was used in all experiments. All eutectic mixtures were prepared
19
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followed

478

by heating at 333 K under agitation for 60 min and stored in closed vials but with no moisture

479

control. The phase diagram and other relevant physical-chemical properties of the employed

480

eutectic mixtures in this work were previously reported by us.26

481

31P-NMR

482

varying acidity from 0.0 to 8.0 mol.L-1 HCl (O/A = 0.5) were recorded using a Bruker Avance

483

300 operating at 75 MHz using deuterated water (D2O) placed in a coaxial insert as solvent.

484

Changes in the aqueous phase acidity before and after equilibration for 24 hr with the eutectic

485

phase was determined using an automated acid-base titrator (Metrohm 904 Titrando) with a

486

Titroline 6000 pH meter whilst the water content in the eutectic phase was measured by Karl-

487

Fisher titration (Metrohm 831 KF Coulometer). A thermostatic bath (ME-18 V Visco-

488

Thermostat, Julabo) was used for temperature control (±0.1 K). Aggregate size measurements

489

were made by dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Malvern Zetasizer Nano-ZS) after dilution in

490

ethanol.

491

Metal extraction

492

All extraction tests were performed in duplicates using single element solutions at T = 298 K.

493

A constant organic to aqueous volumetric phase ratio (O/A) of 0.5 (total volume 1.5 mL) was

494

used unless otherwise specified. The partition of 2.0 mmol.L-1 Pt(IV) and Pd(II) in the TOPO

495

+ C10H19OOH system was evaluated as a function of the aqueous phase HCl concentration

496

from 0.25 to 8.0 mol.L-1 and the molar fraction of TOPO in the eutectic from 0.2 to 0.5.

497

Additionally, the influence of initial aqueous Pt(IV) concentration (2.0 x 10-3, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05

498

and 0.10 mol.L-1) was evaluated in the TOPO + C10H19OOH (xTOPO = 0.3-0.5) and TOPO +

499

thymol (xTOPO = 0.4) for a constant initial aqueous phase acidity of 8.0 mol.L-1. The influence

500

of the hydrogen bond donor was determined by assessing Pt(IV) and Pd(II) extraction in the

501

TOPO + thymol system for xTOPO = 0.4 as a function of HCl concentration (0.25 to 8.0 mol.L-

502

1).

503

mol.L-1 HCl was also determined for O/A = 1 (total volume 2.0 mL). Stripping tests were

504

performed using loaded TOPO + thymol eutectic after extraction of 2.0 mmol.L-1 single

505

element solutions in 2.0 mol.L-1 HCl aqueous phase at O/A =1. The loaded phase was contacted

506

with either deionized water or a 0.1 mol.L-1 thiourea in 0.5 mol.L-1 HCl at an O/A ratio of 1.

507

The extraction efficiency of TOPO + thymol (xTOPO = 0.4) was assessed using the same eutectic

508

phase over five consecutive extraction and stripping cycles using a constant O/A =1. The

spectra of the eutectic phase after 24 hr equilibration with aqueous solutions of

Extraction of 2.0 mmol.L-1 Pt(IV) and Pd(II) in the TOPO + thymol (xTOPO = 0.4) at 2.0
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stripping

510

solution was 0.1 mol.L-1 thiourea in 0.5 mol.L-1 HCl.

511

All samples were agitated by vortex at 2000 rpm for 5.0 min, unless otherwise stated, using an

512

Eppendorf Thermomixer Comfort mixer and subsequently centrifuged using a Micro Star 17

513

(VWR) centrifuge at 5000 rpm for 5 min to accelerate phase disengagement. The aqueous

514

phase was collected, appropriately diluted using a 1.0 mol.L-1 HCl solution and the metal

515

concentration measured. Pt(IV) concentration was determined by Total reflection X-ray

516

Fluorescence spectroscopy using a Picofox S2 (Bruker Nano). with a molybdenum X-ray

517

source. The voltage of the X-ray tube was 50 kV and the current 600 µA. All carriers were first

518

pretreated with 10 µL of silicon in isopropanol solution and dried at 353 K for 30 min. Ten

519

microliters of the diluted sample containing yttrium as internal standard (final concentration of

520

20 ppm) was added onto a clean carrier and dried on a hot plate at 60 ◦C for 15 min for analysis.

521

Due to interference of chloride and argon with the TXRF signal of Pd(II), its aqueous phase

522

concentration was measured by UV-vis at 280 nm using a Shimadzu PharmaSpec UV-1700

523

spectrophotometer with a quartz cuvette.

524

Molecular dynamic (MD) simulations

525

Detailed simulation conditions and parameters were taken from our previous work.26 Briefly,

526

simulations were carried out using Gromacs 5.1 package50 within the NpT ensemble by

527

adopting the leapfrog algorithm to integrate the equations of motion at a fixed temperature (298

528

K) and pressure (1 bar).51 The non-polarizable OPLS all atom force field was used for TOPO,

529

thymol and decanoic acid, the optimised OPLS-AA forcefield of Bonthuis et al.52 was used for

530

H3O+ and Cl-1 and water molecules were represented by the SPC/E model.53 Hydrogen bonds

531

were constrained by the LINCS algorithm54 whilst LJ and Coulombic interactions were

532

computed up to a cut-off radius of 1.2 nm. Long-range Coulombic interactions were evaluated

533

by particle mesh Ewald (PME).55 The temperature and pressure were controlled through the

534

Nose–Hoover thermostat55 and the Parrinello–Rahman barostat,56 respectively. All simulations

535

were started from a randomly distributed configuration, and production runs were carried for

536

100 ns with the system compositions provided in Table S2. MD simulation outputs were

537

visualized using the VMD software package.57 Radial distribution functions (RDFs) and

538

coordination numbers (CNs) were calculated using Gromacs inbuilt analysis tools. Domain

539

analysis was obtained using the TRAVIS post-processing package.43,58
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